Dental appeal for “HIP Z” Zanzibar

Ike Fazal calls for help with a charitable cause...

Zanzibar (“The Spice Island”) 30 Km off the coast of Tanzania, East Africa conjures up so many exotic images: white sandy beaches, warm turquoise seas, beautiful, old world Arab architecture, a mystical, long forgotten place, unspoilt, because time really stood still...

It is all that... but there is another side to Zanzibar, which brings a special kind of visitor... Dr Ru MacDonald, a Consultant Rheumatologist from Taunton, Dr Jon Rees, my doctor at Nailshea, Bristol; amongst several other medical professionals, who have a strong, innate desire to help others less fortunate than ourselves.

These doctors have been instrumental in setting up “HIP Z” (Health Improvement Project, ZANZIBAR), a British Charity in a joint venture agreement with the Ministry of Health, Zanzibar.

The singer Peter Andre is also now involved with HIP Z, helping to raise awareness of the lack of medical facilities and extremely low life expectancy on Zanzibar.
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